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The purpose of thi^ tbesis is to compare the cost of
prestressed concrete structures with the cost of conven-
tional structures end to determine if, and under ^what con-
ditions, prcstressec concrete compares favorably. This
comparison is not all-inclusive because of time limitations.
It is a start in a field previously undocumented, and it is
hoped by the authors that the investigation will be con-
tinued and extended to other designs.
The investigations in this thesis include a comparison
of fourteen simple rectangular beams, a small highway
bridere, and a larger highway overpass bridge. The fourteen
simple beams were chosen as a starting point because they
represent an element found in many structures. Since it
'^as impossible to investigate all the conceivable combina-
tions of spans and loads, the fourteen were chosen as
common ones encountered in practice, "^he small bishway
bridcre '^as selected because of it<5 simplicity and also
because it was the first prestressed bridge completed in
thi« country. The hie-hwav overpass bridge is a typical
examrile of large bridges being constructed in considerable
number<5 by the hiorhway departments of most states. The
contract for this bridge has been awarded and the bridge
will be a part of the New York Thrut^ay.

Prestres«ed concrete is a relatively new method of
bridge and buildinor construction in the United States;
hQwever, it ha<^ been used to a considerable extent in
circular tanks and pipinp^. At the time of this writing,
the onlv comDl^.ted bridge of major proportion was the
^^alnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia. This bridge was also
the first project to be started in this country. A
smaller bridge in Madison County, Tennessee, 'was begun
after the Talnut Lane Bridge but 'was completed before it,
thereby gainin-^ the distinction of being the first pre-
stressed concrete bridge completed in this country. The
cost of the prestreseed bridffe in Madison County, Tennessee,
is compared ''"ith a conventional design for the same site in
Part II of this thesis.
Prior to its introduction in the United States, pre-
stressed concrete had been used for some time in Europe (l)
.
The supDlv of materials, especially steel, has al'^'ays been
critical in Europe, even more so during and after Torld
^ar II. Since rrestressed construction results in an
economy of materials, it has been used extensively there (2)
.
The European methods of Drestressing entail the placing
and stressing of individual wires or small groups of wires
at one time. This results in considerable labor, however
it is not a controlling factor because Europe has a large
supply of cheap labor.
1. Numbers in parentheses refer to Reference numbers.

Prior to the ]ate 1930's the American suiDply of iron
ore "'as congidered relatively inexhaustible. By relatively
ino:j-haugtJlDle, it i^ meant that there was a plentiful
supply i^or the ner.t forty or fifty years, and within that
o^riod it ^ras reasonably expected that ne'»r techniques would
be developed ^fhic'i ivould make possible the use of impure
iron deposits. The steel industry also expected to find
ne"ff rich deposits during; that period. The drain of reserves
caused by Torlc "far II and the increased, peacetime use have
depleted the pupply to tlie po''.nt that the Lake Superior
deposit ^triii ^je exhausted within the n?xt ten to twelve
years. A considerable amount of capital has been invested
in research and succes'^ful methods have been developed to
beneficiate the impure ores. The use of these methods,
ho-'ever, "-ill entail a considerable increase in cost due
to the additional processing (3) . He-^ deposits have re-
cently been discovered in South America, and it is planned
to use these deposits as much as possible in the future,
thereby prolonging- the life of the Lake Superior ranges.
In an emergency, ho^rever, an enemy or a change of local
government could deny us access to these ores. It is an
accepted fact that prestressed concrete results in a con-
siderable saving in steel. This being the case, prestressed




The suTDply of cmcrete itself has not been equal to
the demar-j duri.T?: ihe nnrnmer and fall months of each year
-iirce 'Torld ^'^'a.r ''.'... I'-g tremendously increased use in
aighwav^ pa^e^^tnts has '^een one of the main ca.uses of this
sbortaece- .' n aJ'^ition the heavy demand for cement by the
rionsti'untion industry 'Murine- this period shO'^'S no sign of
abatement, and It i? anticipated that the shortage will be
oven morr c^itioaj. durirg- the pummer and fall of 1951 •
It is i.lr.e au'.liors' c^oiiiirn that the development of a
vc-ry high strer^gtu siap:le strand to replace the individual
••Tires, common to ^^Juic^ciix practice, by the John A. Roebling's
Sons Co. '^ill res lit in sn economic utilization of labor in
this country, despite the high level of ^age rates. Although
this strand requires a much larger jacking unit, this sim-
plified method is considered a characteristic expression of
American ingenuity and implementation.
Before r)restressed construction can be economically
utilized in this country, it must: 1. be accepted by the
designing ensrineers "'ho are reluctant to adopt radically
ne"' designs, and 2. be accented by the contractors who are
naturally hesitant to give realistic bids on the prestressing
operation itself, because of their unfamiliarity with the
-^'ork. The latter results in hig:ii bids even though the
quantities of material are smaller, and consequently no
economy is realized by the builder.

There is a distinct pos^Jibility that the material
situation may become so critical that the use of prestressed
construction may be imperative in order to conserve materials,




COMPARISON OF 9I}^LT p^CTATJGTTLAR B"?AMS
A.q is stated in the Introduction, it is impossible to
investiGrate all the conceivaiDle combinations of spans and
loads; therefore, fourteen «rere chosen as common ones en-
countered in practice. The spans and loads are as follo'^s:
Scan Load Span Load





ti If 300 "
II 500 " 11 i+00 "





The Quantities for each beam are 1, 10, 100 and 1000. The
comparison '^ill include: 1. quantities of materials,
2. labor cost, 3- material cost, and ^. total cost.
Conventional Design Procedure
In the conventional design tbe ryroceduTe and tables of
the Beinforci*d Concrete Design Handboolc '"ere used exclusively
The alienable stresses were taken from ACI Standards - 19^9*
A depth to breadth ratio of 2 to 1 -^as used, as this ratio is
considered to give the most economical section (4-). The
results of these design computations are given in Table I,
page 19. Since there is no appreciable difference in the

price of concrete in Ne'»' York City^ 3750 psi concrete was
used to g-ive a higher allo'^able diagonal tension stress and
therefore eliminate stirrups.
Prestressed Design Procedure
The prestressed design ^as based on a method developed
bv Mr. Fred J. Uziel, Staf^ Engineer, Preload Corporation,
N. Y. Since the purpose of this thesis is an economic study,
the details of the design procedure are not given. The
results of the computations are given in Table II, page 22.
For a complete presentation of the method, the reader is
referred to Reference 5*
As '^ith the conventional design, a depth to breadth
ratio of 2 to 1 ^"as used. In Mr. Uziel 's method, a depth
must be assumed. To eliminate trial and error in determining




Mg^ = the moment due to the live load
c = the permissible compressive stress in concrete
c^ = the permissible tensile stress in concrete
b = the breadth
D = the depth
By setting b = ^ the only unknc^n is D and it can therefore
be solved directly.

aThe symbol "c" shcm in the design table is defined in
Mr. Uziel's method as the ratio of area of strand hole to
the area of the section. The value of c = 2.5^ used in the
desisrn was chosen because it is a very conservative value.
In all cases the actual ratio is much less than 2.5fo.
At the time of this "rritin?, no codes for prestressed
desisn had been a,dopted. Since in prestressed design the
entire ejection is considered to resist flexure, a 5OOO psi
concrete was used. The allowable stresses based on 5OOO
psi are tabulated in the desisrn table.
An alienable diagonal tension stress of 3"/o of
^'c °^
150 psi is assumed. In the design table the computation of
horizontal shear at the neutral axis, as a measure of
diagonal tension, was basec on v = ^
v = intensity of horizontal shear in psi
V = total shear due to apolied loads and beam wt. in ibs
A = total cross-sectional area in in.2
In all cases v was less than the alienable intensity of unit
stress. There are t'^o adcitional considerations "^hich must
be included if an exact solution is to be made for the
maxi:!^um principal tensile stress. These are the shear force
due to the curvature of the strand and the compressive stress
in the end of the beam due to the stress in the strand.
Since these t^^o factors will reduce the value of the maximum

principal tensile stress below that calculated for v above,
the results tabulated are conservative.
The size of the prestressed strand required is deter-
mined by the value of "P" in the Prestressed Design Table,
vage 23. mth this value of "P" the cable size is selected
from the Strand Physical Properties Table, page 2^^-.
Basic Assumptions
The plant is assumed to be set up expressly for each
beam castinor job.
One beam 'twill be poured on the job site ^»Tith one wood
form by carpenters and common laborers.
Ten beams '^ill be poured on the job site with two wood
forms by carpenters and common laborers.
One hundred beams will be poured on a special site con-
structed or existing for this purpose with ten steel forms
by carpenters, steel 'workers and common laborers. The
forming operation itself '*'ill still be done by caroenters
even though steel forms are used. The steel worker win
Dlace and tie the reinforcing bars in the conventional beams
and the prestressino" strands in the prestressed beams.
One l-housand beams ^in be handled the same as one
hundred except that fifty steel forms "^ill be used.
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The TTOod forms are plywood contact surfaces with 2x^
bracing l6" cc . For one beam the salvage value of the lamber
is one-half its initial cost. For the ten beam job two '^ood
foriTis are used and after five pourings each, the material has
no salvage value.
The steel forms are fabricated for assembly and dis-
asc'emblv in lengths of apDroximately five feet. They are
t'^o-piece clamp type '^ith open tot). It is estimated that
the life of this form is one-thousand pourings. This number
of re-uses which is higher than claimed by manufacturers
is used because the concrete is to be poured on an oiled
concrete floor and not in place in a structure. Thus each
pouring absorbs l/lOOO of the total cost of one form.
For the one and ten beam groups the hours of carpenter
and common labor per 100 square feet of contact surface
(SFCS) for each type of form ^as based on past estimates of
conventional beams and columns in place in reinforced con-
crete buildings. This ^as the Iciest estimate in hours
given in a series of similar structures. Naturally the time
reouired to erect and disassemble a beam in place "^ould be
much higher than doing the same -Tork on the ground level with
no scaffolding required and 's'here working conditions are much
more expedient. Therefore, instead of reducing" this time,
it is as«?umed that the extra time above that for the general
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erecting, disassembling, and cleaning 'i^ill be taken up in
placing- reinforcing bars, operating vibrators, cleaning the
floor area, oiling the floor area, etc., and accomplishing
other jobs ^hich are not necessarily allo'ved in conventional
work or '^hich are done by other workers.
For the 100 and 1000 beam lots the steel placing would
be done by structural iron workers. The amount of carpenter
labor has been reduced proxDortionallv to allow for this
change. The placing of the forms, etc., is still done by
the car-oenters, even though the forms are of steel.
In order to be more specific the authors have used the
'•'ao'es for carpenters, structural iron workers, and common
laborers in ^^em York City as of January, 1951> 3-8 reported
in Engineering ^Te^rs Record of January 11, 1951.
The average price of ready mix concrete in New York
City in January, 1951> "^^ls used. The same price of ready
mixed concrete was used for both the conventional and the
prestressed beams, because of the high quality of aggregates
available in that area. The concrete price is per cubic yard
delivered and poured wherever the contractor desires.
Reinforcing b.-srs will be purchased in lots over one ton
and "'ill be delivered bent, hooked, and ready for placing in
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the beam. The price of the bars is that in January, 1951»
as taken from the Engineering: Ne'^s Record of January 11, 1951
Prestressins- strands will be purchased in actual lengths
required, ready for placing in the beam. The price is
quoted by John A. Roebling's Sons Co. for January, 1951»
The bearing assembly for the prestressed beam consists
of a flat plate with a hole just large enough to allow the
male thread on the end socket to pass through. A cardboard
tube will be placed around the socket and strand and held
flush against the inside of the bearing plate by wire ties.
The end around the strand -"ill be stuffed with paper to
prevent the concrete fro.n running into the tube, thus pre-
venting any contact between the socket and the concrete.
The entire length of the strand is wrapoed with heavy brown
wrapping paper ano tied with wire ties. This prevents the
concrete from bonding to the strand, allowing the strand to
elongate uniformly throughout its entire length during pre-
stressing.
COt^UTATIO^" OF BA'^IC UNITS AND BASIC UNIT COSTS
I
. One and Ten Beams
A. Forms
One and ten beams are formed by plywood forms. It
would be impossible to price each plywood form every time,
so an average size beam was cho=»en and a hypothetical form
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was made to arrive at a unit price per SFCS. This figure
was then applied to all plywood forms. This form is three-
sided, the top being" left open. It is 5/^" plvwood, studded
-^ith 2x^'s, 16" CO.
1. Lumber Quantity for a Beam I'w, 2'd, 30 'L
Fir Dlywood 5/g" thick
Sides 2(2' x 30') = 120 ft.^
Bottom (1' X 3O') = 30 ft.^
Total SFCS = 150 ft.^
2xk- studs 16" cc
Form braced on four sides
2(2^"d + k» + I4-" lap) = 6^"
2(l2"w + k" + M-" lap) = 40"
10i^" per stud
No. of studs = 2£|i2 =: 23
23 X 104" = 2392" = 199.3' of 2x4'
s
2. Lumber Prices
Plywood @ ^226.86/1000 ft. 2
2x4' s € j^78.00/M.b.m.
3. Unit Cost of Form








Tbe labor for one and ten beams is assumed on the
basis of canDenters and corrimon laborers.
1. Carpenters @ $3.09/hr. (7)
Make up, erecting, and stripping
forms and place steel 9 hrs/lOO SFCS (iz)
2. Common Laborers @ ?1.90/hr. (7)
Assifltins' cariDenters, pouring
concrete, and oiling, cleaning
and moviner forms 6.5 hrs/lOO SFC3
(12)
II. One Hundred and One Thousand Beams
A. Forms
For one hundred and one thousand beams it is
asp^umed that the contractor would buv fabricated steel forms.
The ste^l forms 'i^ould be used on tTO sides of the beam and
would be set on a concrete floor which would be oiled to
prevent bonding of the bottom of the beam to the floor. The
cost as of January 1, 1950i '*'as |2.10 per SFCS. An increase
in fabricated structural steel of 7 .2fo is figured for the
year 1950, making the cost in January, 195I, ;'2.25 per SFCS.
B. Labor
The labor for one hundred and one thousand beams
is assumed on the basis of structural iron workers, car-
penters, and common laborers.
:i
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1. Carpenters @ ;$3.09/hr. (7)
H:recting and stripping forms . . . 3»5 l^re. (12)
2. Common Laborers © ^1.90/hr. (7)
"Erecting, stripping, cleaning
and moving forms and r»ouring
concrete 2 hrs. (12)
3. Structural Iron Workers
a. Conventional Beams
An estimating handbook gives 16 hours of
steel workers' labor per ton of steel for
placing and tyi'-ng in e^verage in-place construc-
tion. This figure is reduced 25f^ to 12 hours
because placing is being done on a slab on the
ground, bars are all the same size in each beam,
the bars are delivered bent and ready for
placing, and no stirrups are required. The wage
of structural iron workers in Ne'" York City in
January, 1951, '^as $3.25/hr. (7)
Hate 2000 lbs/ton = *.0195/lb.
Rate = !|.0195/lb. = -:ll.95/cwt.
b. Prestreesed Beams
Ten minutes is allowed for t-o steel workers
to place one strand and its two bearing assemblie
Five minutes is allo'-^ed for t^^o men to accomplish
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the prestressing operation. For the bridge
in A(:acison County, Tennessee, the engineer
stated that two adjacent strands in one beam
were prestressed in one operation in five
mi nut e s
.
Total time = 30 min. /strand
Rate = 13,25/hr.
III. Heinforcing Steel for Conventional Beams
The price of reinforcing steel is of January, 1951 (?)
f6.39 per 100 lb.
Delivery = .20 per 100 lb.
Bending =
_liZS r)er 100 lb.
Base Price = Sg.3^ per 100 lb.
Base Price = I.Of^^ per lb.
For 1", li" and 1^-" bars, add -^.001 per lb. to base
price if quantity is fro.ri 1 to 5 tons. For quantities less
than one ton, add rH:.G0+5 to base price.
Unit Cost:
1 to 5 tons = ^.OSil-i; per lb.
less than 1 ton = 0.OS79 per lb.
IV, Prestressing Strands
The costs of the prestressing strands in each case
are as listed in the estimate sheets and are as quoted by
John A. P.oebling's Sons Co. for January, 1951. The unit
prices are based on a quantity of 100 assemblies but can be
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used for ouantities ranging from 30 to 300 • The same unit
prices have been used for 1 and 10 assemblies on the assump-
tion that the manufacturer has another order for the same
8i?e strand 'which "rill bring the total quantity within the
range of 30 to 300. The same unit cost was used for 1000
assemblies, as a figure for this quantity was not available
to the authors .
V. Bearing Assembly
The price per assembly is based on S6.3O cwt for steel
plate and the unit price for the tube which protects the
socket is ;|4l.00 per 100 or .'$370.00 per 1000. The labor
for cutting the hole and sizing the plate is one-half hour
of steelworker time at 1^3.25 per hour.
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COW^TTTIOML F^INFORC^D CONCRETE DESIGN WOTATIOMS
L Snan of beam
^LL Live load
f Q Coippressive strength of concrete at 2S days
fc CormDressive unit stres^^ in extreme fiber of concrete
in flexure
K 1/2 fcjk
j Batio of distance bet^veen resultants of comoressive
and tensile stress to effective depth
M-^L Live load moment
F t)d^
12,000
b Width of beam
D Depth of beam
Wjji^ Dead load
wj Dead load tdIus live load
% Moment of dead and live load
d Effective deDth of beam
Ag Area of ^teel
Mp Resisting- moment of concrete stresses
V Total shear
V Shearing: stress
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PPHSTRESSFD CONCP^Tig DIISIGN NOTATIOHS
L Span
w.. Live load
fc Allowable comtjressive stress at prestressing
f
Q
Alienable compressive stress under full load
f+ Allowable tensile stress at prestressina;
f
^
Allow^able tensile stress under full load
M^ Live load moment
n Coefficient of maximum t)restress loss
D Depth of section
c Ratio of area of cable holes to area of section
Af-t Change in f.^ due to cable holes
i^Q Change in f^ due to cable holes
Af'^ Change in f'^ due to cable holes
A Ares of section
b Breadth of section
P Prestressing force
a Distance from bottom of beam to cable
a' Revised distance from bottom of beam to cable '^here
the distance is less than 2.5"
P' Revised prestressing force corresponding to a'
^b Alienable bearing pressure of bearing plate
A^ Reouired area of bearing- plate
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Mia. Qnarmar Peslcn Tsniioniac
t««d Ultiaat* Load Load
8tron«ih <105.000 (120.000 »•!)
0.600 0.737 0.215 1 if6,000 22.500 26.000
X 2.00 Q.577 122.000 60.500 69.500
1-1/16 2.30 0.663 138.000 69.500 79.500
1-1/8 2.61 0.751 156,000 79.000 90.000
1-3/16 2.92 0.81^3 172.000 88.500 101,000
l-l/i> 3.22 0.931 192,000 98,000 111.500
1-5/16 3.58 1.0«^ 212.000 109.500 125.000





l.»i» 252.000 130.500 U9,00d
1.36 276.000 14>3.000 163,500
l.W 300.000 155.500 177,500






COST "SSTIAiALT^ SHEETS FOR CONVENT lONAL
AND PRESTRESSED E^AMS
*^^"WW^P»^«^M^^M— I III I ^^^ti^mti I I Ml—
w
The following pages, 26 through SI, are the sheets
on '^hich the costs of the fourteen conventional and
fourteen Drestressed beams are estimated for the Quantities
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From the comparison of the fourteen simple beams,
conventional reinforced concrete is more economical in
total cost . Prestressed concrete is more economical in
labor cost and quantities of concrete and steel .
Despite the fact that less steel and concrete were used
in the prestressed beams, the total cost was greater because
of the cost of the Drestressins: strand.
Prestressed concrete compares more favorably at 40 feet
than at 20 feet. It can be reasonably assumed that it ^ill
become more favorable as the spans increase and at some span
^ill become more economical than conventional concrete in
total cost.
At this time there is a very small cemand for pre-
stressing strands, ^fhen this demand has become large
enough to allow mass production, the strands will become
cheaper and, therefore, prestressed concrete will compare




COiWARISOIT OF A SMALL HIGH'^AY BRIDGE
A prestressed concrete bridge in Madison County,
Tennessee, '^as chosen for comparison 'nrith a conventional
deeiprn because it was the first prestressed concrete bridge
completed in this country.
The prastressed design consists of three simple beam
spans supported on timber pile bents. There are t^'tro 20 ft.
spans and one 30 ft. span. The beams are unioue because thsy
are made up of precast concrete blocks with special end
blocks for anchoring' the Dr-stressine strand. Each 20 ft.
spen has one strand and each 30 f"t' span has two strands.
The concrete blocks have three rectangular holes through
which the strands .^re passed (S) .
For the details of the fabrication --nd the placing of the
beams on the bents, the following is Quoted from Reference 3:
"... All materials used in the beams, including manu-
factured concrete block, prestressing cable units, terminals
and end plates, were delivered at the yard. Blocks were
stacked to facilitate fabrication and cut hand carry distance.
There were a total of forty-five beams, built by nine men
(2 convicts), organized in two crewg with one man placing
I
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cables for both cre'^s. Bridere lumber -^as used to lay eleven
beds upon -"hich beam?; '"rere built. Eeams '"ere built in
stacks of four beams, one on top of the other. First, the
end block ^b.s laid on the bed. Next, a standard block was
mortared and set in place against the end block. While each
block "ras beine placed, others were being mortared and made
ready for use. • As construction of each beam progressed,
cables -were threaded. The beam was completed with another
end block. End Plates '^ere put on the cable terminals and
nuts tightened slightly. Prestressing was not done until
after the initial set of the mortar. "Each bea,m was built
in the above manner. Prestressing was done with a calibrated
hydraulic jack end rig. Each beam was stressed in about
five minutes, by three men,
"During, and prior to tne construction of the beams,
abutm.ents were ooured, piline driven and caps placed.
Pilino- and car?s --"sre of creosoted timber. The abutments
consist of a concrete cap and end wall, supported on
creosoted timber caps, driven through the approach fills.
The bridge ha-^ a length of seventv-feet, consisting of
three spanr,, placed 20 feet, 30 feet nn6 20 feet.
"Aft3r the completion of the beams in the yard, they
were transported to the site on trucks and trailers. They
were loaded on the trucks with tne truck mounted crane.
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The trucks used '^ere t'^o single log trailers, t^ith 2 ton
tractors and one equipment trailer, or low-boy. Loading
and hauling ^as no problem.
"At the bridge site the beams virere unloaded by the
truck-crane and placed directly on the supports to avoid
excessive handling and save time. The beams ^rere placed
against each other to form a solid deck. The spans "^ere
erected successively and as the first span was completed,
the crane -i^as backed upon it and the second span laid. The
third span '^^as placed in the same manner. The only problem
arising in this phase -^as the necessity to move the crane
off the bridge beside the transport truck, pick up a beam
then move back on the brid^-e to place the beam. The capacity
of the truck-crane "t'ould not allo"T booming around to pick up
and place beams. Although this took some time to make these
moves, it, at the same time, furnished a good test for the
beams, as txhe rear axle load of the crane ^as 25,000 lbs.,
load ""itn a 30' beam. This exceeds the K-15-^^ design load,
'"ithout the concrete deck in place. Of course the deck ^ill
distribute live load and increase the capacity of the bridge.
"After placing the beams, forms ^I'ere placed for the
curbs and end ^alls. A three inch concrete deck reinforced
^ith 6x6x6/6 wire mesh -i^as poured directly on the beams..."
i
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"... Total construction time took seven days and as
high-early cement ^«ras used in the deck, the bridge was
opened to traffic in ten days."
The conventional der^ign is a simple span stringer
bridge '^ith a reinforced concrete deck. This design "^as
used bv the authors because it is the type of bridge that
'"ould have been built on this site if the prestressed design
had not been accepted (9) . A drawing on page IO5 indicates
another solution to this design problem. In the design
which follows, the AASHO specifications were used.
II
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From Engineering News-Record
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specifications - AASHO - 19^9
Two span-^ 20»1", one span 23 '9^'
Live load - K10-4i; or one HI5 truck
Floor Slab Design:
Assume S" flange
Span = 6' 6" - g" + k» = 6' 2"
Estimate of DL of span
Assume total t = 7"
structural t = 10"
^^ =
-^ X 1 X 1 X 1^0 = 125 lb/ft
Effective "^idth
^ = .6S + 2.5
E = .6 X 6.167 + 2.5 = 3.7 + 2.5 = 6.2
Bendine: J'oments
Impact = L^$ 123 = 6.167^-^ 125 = 3^?^ AASHO 3-2.12
AASHO 3.3.2





Pos. D.L. = ^^^'>[^'^^1)^ . 0.3^ ftK
L.L, = .25 X ^ X 6.X67 = 2.99 ftK
Impact = .3 X 2.99 = 0.90 ftK
Total = if.23 ftK
Edge Strip
Neg. D.L. = '^^^(^'^^7) = oA& ftK
L.L. = .2 X i^ X 6.167 = 2.39 ftK
Impact = .3 X 2.39 = 0.72 ftK
Total = 3.59 ftK
Intermediate Strip
Pos. D.L. = 112^(p^7)^ . 0.30 ftK
L.L. = .2 X ii X 6.167 = 2.39 ftK
Impact = .3 X 2.39 = 0.72 ftK
Total = 3.ifl ftK
2
T.e^ g. D.L. = .112^(6.167)2 ^ ^^^Q ^^^
L.L. = -2 X 1^2 X 6.167 = 2.39 ftK
Impact = .3 ^ 2.39 = 0.72 ftK
Total =3.51 ftK
/. Design Moment = ^.23 ftK
f'c = 3,000 psi AASHO 3.^-12




r = -r- = 20
^ ^ n+r "= 30 - -^33
3 = 1-|=1-.111= .SS9
b = 12"
M = l/2f^jkbd2
^2 ^ ^.23 X 2 X 12 _ oflj k
^ ~ 1 X .589 X .333 X 12 ~ '^^^-^
d = 5.32" Use 5|"
t = 5|- + 1^ = 7" Assumed 7" OK.
Fo bond or 9hear checks required. AASHO 3.3- 2(d)
Reinforcement:
^ ,
M ^.23 X 12 ^^ . pP°^'
^s = f^ = 20 X .kl X 5 .25 " -^^ ^"•
Neg. Ag = 20 x*'?|gl x^5.25 ^ '^^^ ^"'^
-i-Ag, use |4^ @ 12" (straight)







.^02(+Ag) = .i|-02 X .55 = .222 in,^







iO ^ 69 ^ 1_ ^ 20 ^ 11 ^ 69 ^ i_^ 1,6.53 ,„.y^
Steel:
1/2-' - 13S0 ft = 1155 lb
5/g V - 2Slg ft = 29^0 lb
1/2 <^ - 1^20 ft = 922 lb
5017 lb
Stringer Design:
Main span - 23. S3'
Dead load moment:
DLM concrete slab = 6-167 ^ ^ x 150(ag.g3)^
Assume stringer 'ireight = ^2 ppf
mnA + • .082(28. S3)^DLM stringer = ^
—^
—
Position for max. L.L, moment
= g.5 ft K







CG load from front -"heel = -^^-.^ ' = 11.2 ft
p - 3 X 1.81 -«• 12 X 15.81 _ 5A + 190 _ ( -,j.„
^L - 28733 28.83 ^'^^^




Increase live load 100"^
LLM = 2 X 67.g = 175.6 ftK
Impact:
dl _ 50 50 ,p r-4
^ ~ L + 125 - 2S.S3 -^ 125 " -^ '^
Maximum I0 =30 .'. Use 30^
I = .3 X LLM
Total Moment:
Normal load
LLM = S7.S ftK
Impact = 26.3 ftK
DLM = gS.5 ftK
Total =202.6 ftK
Overload
LLM = 175.6 ftK
Impact = 52.6 ftK
DLM = g^.5 ftX








rmal lo^d 202.6 ^-^^^
AASHO 3.2.12
1.5^5 1.5 Overload rules.
Total design moment = ^, -^ = 2II ftKlo
f (allo^'rable) = IS Ksi (L = 0)




Assume 21\/V^73, S = I5O.7 in.^
Depth to length ratio = ^ ^} —- = .060728. S3 X 12 '




-^lltffx 3 = 13.54 K
DLRl = .073 X lil.41 + .77 X l4.i^-l = 12.15 K
Inpact Rl = .3 X 13.5I+ = 4.07 K
Total = 29.76 K
Shear on Web:
3.07 <11 .'. OK
Stiffeners:




^'6.5 < 60 /„ OK Stiffeners not required.
''ns Hwiia^'crs T^^r t'.io t'-tro 20 ft. soan? I'f'ere designed as





Another possible solution to the conventional design
i3 to use a flat slab without stringers. This solution was
suggested by personnel of the Bridges, Grade Separations
and Structures Section, Construction Division, New York
Department of Public ^orks.
This design was made and the two slab sections on the
follc^ing pae:e detailed. Ho'^ever, further correspondence
with Mr. Rod2;crs, County Engineer of Madison County, revealed
that there was no crane in the immediate locality of sufficiei>t
si?e to place tbe sections. As it would not be econom.ical
to transDort such a crane for any considerable distance, a
cost estimate for this design was not made.
The prooored construction procedure was to pour the
slab ^ectiois either in the contractor's yard or adjacent to
tU- bri.^'^e site. 'Tnen :-t t'j.i site they would be placed on
t'lv. bsi-^r- by :>£ crane. Ihe keys would then be cast in
place, the fo-^ni "ork being snpTiiorted by bolts cast into the
slab sectio.is.











Half Crojs Jection - Center Span
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The follo'^ing- breakdc^n of costs for the prestressed
bridge ^as supplied "by the Highway Department of Madison

























COm^EFTIOyAL PFIPgE COST (For superstructure only)



















I. Estimate of Quantities (Cont'd.):
Item Unit
Labor (as taken from Ref. 12):
Mix and place concrete




@ 6 hrs/100 SFCS
Erect and remove forms
@ 9 hrs/100 SFCS
Move forms
@ 2 hrs/100 SFCS











Erect and Remove Forms
Move Forms














Ton 3^ l.gif 62.50
Lb 19,000 ,10 1,900.00
Lb 5,500 .063 3^^-6.00
Lb 5,500 .0075 41.30
Hr kK 1.05 U.20
BF i]-,000 .09 360.00
Hr 90 1.05 9^.50
Hr 135 1.05 1^12.00








The preceding: unit prices were taken from references
9, 11, 12 and 13.
CONCLUSIONS
The costs of the prestressed bridge and the conventional
bridge are for all practical purposes the same. This indi-
cates that prsstressed construction has certain inherent
advantages, such that when it is integrated in a structure
as a whole, it compares much more favorably than when indi-
vidual elements are compared, as is shown in Part I.
There r-,sults a considerable savin? in steel by using
the pre^stressed design which, as brought out in the
Introduction, is of ever increasing importance. This
savin? in steel is not achieved at the expense of using
additional concrete.
Another factor which ceserves consideration is the
time required for construction. Tne prestressed beams were
fabricated while the substructure ""as being built and were
erected as soon as it was completed. The total construction
time for the prestressed bridge was 7 days, which is less
time than would be required to erect the conventional bridge.
Since the superstructures only were compared, it is
possible that a more expensive substructure would be necessar^'
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to carry the additional dead weight of the conventional
bridge. If such '"as the case, the prestressed design "^ould




COIFAPI SON OF A KIGHT-AY OA^RPA^S BRIDGE
It was next decided by the authors that the comparison
should al'so include a large structure which was typical of
those being constructed in considerable numbers at the
present time. The super highway building programs which
are being constantly increased in scor-e supplied a good
example of such a structure. The Bridges, Grade Separations
and Structures Section of the Construction Division, New
York Department of Public Works, suggested a bridge which
is part of the New York Thruway. This bridge is located
east of Buffalo, ^^e^ York, in 1!rie County.
Thi« cost comparison is limited to the superstructure,
assumino- the same substructure will be used for both bridges,
j^oirever, it is possible that a minor :"iocification of the
LiV.b structure may be necessary to co.rxy an increase in super-
structure dead weight.
The conventional bridge is no'" being constructed, under
contract, by the Department. It is a four span, six lane
overpass carrying Walden Avenue over the Thruway. The super-
structure consists of wide flange sections with alpha spirals
bonded into a conventional reinforced concrete structural
9
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slab. The t^^o center spans are 66', the two side spans hk\
and the total width is 91* k-" out to out, including two 3' S*!
sidewalks.
The prestressed bridge was designed for this site based
on the same loading and the same overall dimensions. It con-
sists of Tee beam? on four simple spans replacing the wide
flange sections, alpha spirals and the structural slab.
The Tee sections are the obvious choice for a simple beam
because they have a large compressive area of concrete. The
thin web has sufficient area to carry the compressive pre-
stressing force when the strand is tpnsioned, and is also
large enough to carrv the strand and provide sufficient
cover to protect it frcn the weather. By placing the top
flanges side ov sid'3 the waterproofing and wearing course
can be placed and poured without any in-clace formwork
except at the sides adjacent to the sidewalks.
The proposed construction pro3c;'".Li.^ is first to prepare
a flat working surface adiacent t~ "he site, then to erect
plywood forms while the subs t rue tu.Cj - s being constructed.
The beaTiS would then be poured end ".t;en the concrete attains
sufficient strength, the forms -^ill be stripped and used for
additional beam pourings while the curing process continues,
^en the beams have attained sufficient additional strength,
the strand win be tensioned to the design tension by means
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of a hydraulic jacking unit. After thiR tensioning- they
can be handled by a, crane. In handlincr, t'wo precautions
must be follcred: 1. They must be picked up at or very
close to the erde with only two points of support, and 2.
they Trust not oe allovred to tip over to any appreciable
extent -while bein.!^ supported at the ends. This can be
very easily insured by using a lifting; frame and slings
iirith boo^^s at the ends.
Th3 crane '"ill pick up the beams and place them on the
bents in the same manner as is done in erecting steel beams,
^en all the beams in one sr>an are eracted, the transverse
strands -^ill be threaded through the holes cast for them,
in both th<= top and bottom of the transverse ribs, and then
tensioned by :nej:ri? 3f the same hydraulic jacking unit and
procedure. These ribs -^nd strands '^ill form transverse
beams canable of resisting either positive or negative mom.ent
opcuu.we o^- th3 dual ^tran.-' position. These beams serve to
tie the oeams loget.ier rigidly and alco distribute any con-
centrated load to the entire width of the bridge. The pre-
stressed superstructure at this stage is equivalent to the
conventional superstructure after the structural slab has
been poured, allo-^ed to cure, and the form ^ork removed. The
remaining '"ork to complete the bridge would be done in almost
exactly the same manner and sequence for both superstructures
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As '"'as previously stated, the authors sought to limit
the comparison as much as possible in order to bring into
sharp contrast the t'^o designs and the cost of constructing
each. This ^as aided by comparing only the main longi-
tudinal structural system of the superstructure, assuming
that the lengths of span and other limiting conditions of
design '"ere determined by considerations other than
structural economy.
The authors recogni-^^e that the"!'e are many other solutions
to the basic problem, such as eliminating the intermediate
bents and usins- t'^o spans of 110 feet each. This span
length is not excessive for prestressed construction. This
is because the stresses induced bv flexure due to dead load
alone are en!:irirly eliminated at the time of prestressing so
as to have no effect on the total load the beam can carry.
Phis is not .jrue of vertical shear or diagonal tension at
the ends but ^his is no problem in pre^z-sressed beams (6).
'i^O'^ever, a comparison based on this scxution or the many
others possible could not be done due to time limitations.
A study of the most economical combination of substructure
a.nd superstructure for any bridge is an involved and time
consuming- job, requiring complete and detailed information
on foundation conditions, superstructure and substructure




The design of the prestres«;e(? beams '"'as done using a
Tee section. Since there is no direct solution for an
irregular section, such «is Mr. Uziel's for rectangular
sections (5) , i't '"as a trial and error procedure using
P + MC
A - I •
In section I of the design the loads ""ere computed,
the number of beams in the bridge assumed, and the bending
moment due to live load and '"earing course calculated.
In section II the required section moduli were calcu-
lated a,nd a section assumed and checked. In section III
the dead load moment ^ras calculated. The prestressing force
and eccentricity reouirec to give the favorable stress con-
dition desired 'were calculated in section IV. This permitted
the calculati n of the reouired strand size in section V and
the selection of a strand from the Strand Physical Fropertiee
Table, page 2^. Ti'ith the size of section and strand deter-
mined, the stresses in the top and bottom fibers at the center
line were checked in section VI under these t^t^ critical
conditions: 1, -^hen the strand is tensioned and the dead
load of the beam alone is acting, and 2. when the beam is
carrvine^ the full dead and live design loads. The major
principal tensile stress on the neutral axis at the support
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was then calculated as a measure of diagonal tension in
section VII. The transverse steel "ras designed in accordance
with AASHO 3.3«2(c). The final calculation was made for
the required area of the bearing plates at the ends of the
strands in section IX.
!»
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6 Lanes of H20-i;i4-
Span = 66' -0"; Lane width = 13 »-^-"
Sidewalk = 2 '-6"; Mall = ^'-O"
From AASHO Specifications,
Ml per lane = 6^^5,000 ft. lb. = 7,7^-0,000 in. lb.
Ml + Impact = 1.262 X 7,7il0,000 = 9,750,000 in. lb.
Assume 42 sectionoi per span, 3 sections under
sidewalk, 39 sections under road
^idth of section = iLiI^^2LJL2 ^ 26i"
Ml per section = ^-^-2^152^000== 1,500,000 in. lb.
Assume 4" wearing course
„^
=
104 .^(66)2 X 12 ^ ggj^oOO in. lb.
K^ = Ml + Hg = 1,500,000 + 683,000 = 2,183,000 in. lb.
II. Section Modulus Required
f'o = 5000 psi


















Size A y Ay Ay2 lo
1 ' (
I 4" X 26-l/g" lOif.5 2 209 i+lg 139.5
1
" 6" X 26" 156.0 17 2650 1+5,100 g,7S0.0
j
Total 1 260.5 2^59' ^5, 51s g, 919.5
III
^T = A = 2for5 = ^^
Yb = 30 - 11 = 19"
^x
== Iq ^ Ay2 = g,919.5 + ^5,516 = 5^,^37-5 in.^
^CG = Ix - Avt^ = 5^^,1^-37.5 - 260.5(11)2
Ica = 5^,^37.5 - 31,500 = 22,937.5 in>
S^ . £^ = 2^.111^ = 20^5 in.3
Sg = iCG ^ 22,937.5 = 1205 in.3
2085 and 1205.:- IO92.5 .*. OK
Dead Load Moment
Assume 5 diaphrams in beam @ 11' cc




(26 X 6 -^ i^ X 2Gh 5(6 X 26)(26^ - 6)
^DL
= m ^ ^ ^^^ ^—66 X 172I ^ ^^
^DL ^ 26c. 5 -^ 20.9 = 2Sl.i| ppf
U^^ = 281.^66)^ X 12 ^ ,^gi,o,000 in. lb.
IV. Prestressiner Force and Eccentricity
Critical conditions are stress in bottom fiber under
dead and live loads and stress in t-^ip fiber after
prestressing and prior to application of loads.








_ QA Sg Sg Sg
P




26P.5 12P5 " 12P5 12P5





P Pe . l.S^P.PPP
_ ^




Pe ^.P2S.PPP = A
2^ 12P5 12P5
B. P Pe . l,g^P,PPP ^ r.
2^ " 2Pg5 2Pg5
P = 172, PPP
Substituting P in A.,





e - 1^.5" is too large. It would not allow
sufficient cover.
Assuming 2" cover and two strands place C.G. of
steel 6" from bottom of beam.
.-. e = 19 - 6 = 13"
Revise P for e = 13" by substituting e = 13" in
eauation A.
U-.61P + 13P = 4,020,000
p = ^41^ = 22S,000 lb.
V, strand Size
Strand design stress = 105,000 psi
A = -JP = 228,000 ^ 2 17 in 2
s 105,000 105,000 ^•^' ^^•
Use 2 - l|-" strands
Ag = 2.2i| in.
2
VI. Stress Check
A. Tod and bottom fibers at center line due to dead
load and initial prestress. Strands designed for
105,000 Dsi but initially prestressed to 125,000 psi
to take into account los<=? of prestress due to plastic
flo^'f and creep,
p» = p V 125tQOO = ppg 000 X 12^tQQQ = 27? 000 lb
105,000 ^^^»^^^ ^ 105,000 ^Ki^^u J-D
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1. Stress in bottom fiber
* _ £! ^ LLe ^
^b - A ^ S^ - S^
-. 272.000 . 11 X 272«0O0 l.gM-0.000
^b == 260.5 1205
"
1205
f^ = 10if5 + 2930 - 1530
f^ = 3975 - 1530 = 2^^1-5 psi (compression)
f^ = 5000
f Q = A3 X 5000 = 2250 psi
Stress in bottom fiber is 195 psi greater than
f'^ but since creep plastic flow and any load
will reduce it below f' it is considered
satisfactory.
2. Stress in top fiber
^t - A "" Sij. Sm
f ^ -.OUR -
272. OQQ X 13 ^ l.g^OtOOO
^t - '^^5 - 2085 2085
f ^ = IOU5 - 1700 + SS5
f. = 230 psi (compression) .*, OK
B. Top and bottom fibers at center line due to dead
and live load
1. Stress in bottom fiber
b A S^ S^ S|3
^ _
228,000 . 13 X 228.000 1.8^0.000 2.188,0
^b ~ 260. 5
^
1205 " 1205 1205
kii
121
f^ = S75 + 2^60 - 1525 - 1S15
OK
2. Stress in top fiber
._P Pe.%.%
^t - A ^ S^ ^ S^
"^ S^
. 22g,Q00 13 X 22g.0Q0 . l.g^O.QOO . 2.168,0
^t "= 260.5 2085 2OS5 2OS5
f^ = S75 - 11+25 + 8S5 + 1055
f. = 1390 psi (compression) .*. OK
VII. Diago'^ 1 Tension and Horizontal Shear on C.G. at Support
t






A 1 y Ay
i|-" X 26g-" 10^.5 ! 9 940.5
7" X 6" 42 3.5 147.0
Total = 1087.5
Horizontal Shear = Y_ x Ay
I = 22,937.5
t = 6"
Dead load shear - 281 x 66 = 18,500 lb.
Wearing Course shear = 104.5 x 66 = 6,900 lb.
Live load shear = 47,100 lb. per lane (AASHO)
Impact = .262
Impact shear = .262 x 47,100 = 12,350 lb. per lane
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Total live load shear = ^(^7100^-^
l^^^O)
..^iI^q lb/beam
V = 9,1^0 + 18,500 + 6,900 = 3^,5^0 Ib.
/. S = 22!937l X 6 - ^^^^5 - 273
Psi
Diagonal tension fjjip = ^, it y S^ + ^'t
^DT "= ^37-5 -y 266,000
fDT = ^37.5 - 516
fjjm = 72.5 psi (tension)
Code allows .03 f « without stirrups
.03 f ^ = 150 psi
150 > 77.5 .•. no stirrups





/ S y 66
k2 X .13 X 2.11 = 11.5 in.
11 S ?Area iDer diaDhram = r-
'
= 2.3 in.
Use 2 - 1?7-" strands top and bottom
IX. Bearing Plate
P = 228,000 lbs
P
Area reauired = Allocable bearing pressure




_ Tp, ai 4^ 2
2200 ^^^'^ ^'^•
Area of 2 - 5" diameter holes - 39.2 in.^
Grosg ares of plate = 103.S + 39-2 = 1^4-3 in.^
Use a plate 10« x I5".
DESIGN OF EFD SPAFS USIMG TE? gECTIOITS
This design was done in the sarr.e manner as for the
center span; ho'»rever, the design is not included here as the
authors felt it '^ould te superfluous. A summary of the
26i" ^"
results of this design follo'-rs: k- j^iE. i
22 «
>^
1. Cross section found to he satisfactory:
A == 225 in.
2
Section modulus (bottom fiber) actual = 850 in.^
Section modulus (bottom fiber) required = 72S in.^
Section modulus (top fiber) actual = 1606 in.^
2. Prestressing force:
P = 120,100 lbs. Use one I-7/16" strand
e = lil-.25"
3. Stresses at centerline:
A. Under prestressing force and dead weight of
beam alone
Bottom fiber = - 2,07g psi compression
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Top fiber = -l66 psi tension
B. Under full dead and live design loads
Bottom fiber = +3 psi compression
Top fiber = +SI5 psi compression
k-. Major principal tensile stress
f^ = 5^'7 t)si (tension)
Allocable tension = .03 f'c = ^50 Psi
5. Bearing- plate area = Si in.^
Use 3 plate 9" x 9"
.
SUMMARY OF QUA ^^"^I TIES
The elements "^hich are compared in the t'^o bridges are
only those .elements of the conventional bridge which were
replaced bv the prestressed beams in the prestresssd bridge.
All other iteffis such as curbs, railings, waterproofing and
"'earinsT course were considered identical in both designs and
thus not subject to comoarison.
I. Prestressed Bridge - main longitudinal beams
A. Concrete 726.6 cu yds
B. Steel 115,350 lbs
II. Conventional Bridge
A. Concrete for 7" structural slab 530.2 cu yds
Cement for above concrete 325 Bbl
1^^2,032 lb
6,370 lb
B. Slab reinforcing steel
C. Spiral steel
D. Structural steel 40g.000 lb







































ESTIMATE OF PRESTRSSSED BRIDGE COSTS
The cost of the prsstressed beams "^as estimated by the
same procedure as used in Part I. The concrete price was
quoted by Buffalo Gravel Corporation of Buffalo, N. Y., for
delivery to the site of the bridge. The strand prices were
Quoted by John A. Poebling's Sons, sur)plier. The erection
cost ^as estimated on the basis of erecting an equivalent
weight of steel. The hourly labor rates ^ere quoted by the
Buffalo office of the American Federation of Labor. All
costs are those effective on March 1, 1951.
I, Fabrication
A. Center Spans
Plywood forms (each form used for 5
beam pourings), S4 beams,
52S.75 SFCS/beam @ f? .059^/SFCS ^ |2,632.0C
Bearing assemblies (material and
labor to fabricate) , l6S pairs
@ ^3.30S/pr = 556.00
Ready mix concrete, S'l beams,
5.^75 cu yd/each = ^60 cu yds
@ llO.ifO = i^,7So.O0
Carpenter labor, g^ beams,
52s. 75 SFCS/each = if4,l|00 SFCS




Common labor, S^ beams,
52s. 75 SFCS/each = ifU,400 ^FCS
i^i^,i^oo SFCS X
xQo'^sFCS ^ ^^'775 == 13,550.00
Structural iron worker labor,
16s strands @ 1/2 hr/strand
@ ^2.525/hr » 212.00
B. "End Soans
Plywood forms (each form used for
5 beam pourings), &h beams,
320 SFCS/beam @ t.059^/?FCS = 1,597-00
Bearing assemblies (material and
labor to fabricate)
2^ pairs @ ^3.30^/01 ^ 27s. 00
Ready mix concrete, Sh beams,
3.175 cu yd/each @ ^10. ^0 = 2,775.0Q
Carpenter labor, S^ beams,
320 SFCS/each = 26,900 SFCS
26.900 SFCS X jg2_|r_ ^ 12^ = 5^750.00
Common labor, S^ beams,
320 SFCS/each = 26,900 SFCS
26.900 SFCS X j^g5_hr_ ^ |lJ2i ^ ^^^^^^^^
Structural iron worker labor,
S^ beams, Sk strands





On concrete work 2^% is allo'^ed for
overhead and profit and 2-^ for material
waste. 0.29 x 33,^^5 = 9.S10.00
Fabrication Total = ^^3,695-00
II. Prestressing Strands
Strand Cost = i)-S,360.00
On strands lO-^o is alloi^ed for overhead
and orofit. 0.10 x ^g,360 = 4-, 836. 00
III. Erection - Labor, equipment rental,
profit and overhead == 25.000.00
Grand Total =«121,S91.00
COMPUTATION OF COWENTIOMAL BRIDGE COSTS
The Quantities "'ere taken from the design dra'^ings of
the bridge. The unit prices are taken from a compilation
of contr?5ct prices on an identical bridge in the same
locality which was contracted for on March 7» 1951
•
I. Concr.^te for 7" Structural Slab
A. 530.2 cu yd @ 1^55.00/cu yd :!$29,200.00
B. Cement for above
S25 Bbl @ •^3.50/Bbl 2,gg7.0C
II. Conventional Reinforcing Steel
li^2,o?2 lb @ 1.13/ib lS,i+S0.00
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III. Spiral Reinforcing Steel
6,370 lb @ n.lO/lb ^ 7,010.00
IV. Structural Steel
40g,000 lb © $.l6/lb 65.350.0
$122,927.00
2^ is allowed for material 'waste.
0.02 X 122,927 = 2.^58. 00
Grand Total = f?125,325-CO
CONCLUSIONS
The prestressed design shows an economv of 1 3,^4-84-. 00,
This is only 2.S=^ of the cost and, therefore, is not of
great siernif icance. The results, however, do show that
prestres"=ed construction compares favorably with combined
steel and conventional reinforced concrete construction in
a large structure.
The prestressed design required 196.4 cubic yards more
concrete. It saved 220.3 tons of steel, the conventional
bridge using 4.8 times as much steel as the prestressed.
Another factor in this comparison is the difference in
construction procedures and the time they require. The pre-
stressed beams can be fabricated at the same time the sub-
structure is being built, and their erection can be started
as soon as two adjacent bents are ready for the beams.
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Thus it can be reasonably assumed that the prestressed
bridge can be constructed in less time. This will convert
some of the contractor's overhead expenses into profit,





A comparison of prestressed construction with conven-
tional construction if done element by element does not give
a true picture. This is shown by a comr)arison of the con-
clusions of Part I T!'ith those of Parts II and III. In
Fart I it '^as concluded that prestressed beams did not
compare favorably in the range of st)ans 20 to ^0 ft with
applied loads up to 5^0 npf . However, when these beams
were incorporated in a structure, certain inherent advantages
of prestressed construction, such as more efficient utili-
zation of labor and materials, caused the comparison to
chanre so as to shc" that prestressed construction was
actu8.11y as economical as conventional construction "fhen
the structure as a 'i^hole "^as considered.
Prestressed construction results in a saving in steel
of up to 60-fo in some cases over conventional reinforced
beams. In the combined steel and concrete bridges compared
in Parts II and III, prestressed construction replaced the
main longitudinal steel sections and all of the conventional
reinforcing steel "'ith the small, very high strength pre-
stressing strands. In Part III this resulted in a saving
of 79.2"^ or 220.3 tons of steel. This is a matter of
i
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considerable importance as brought out in the Introduction
and should be given serious consideration. Prestressed
design utilizes concrete more efficiently than does conven-
tional; thus the conf^iderable saving in steel is not accom-
plished by using additional concrete.
The trend of construction procedures using prestressed
concrete is to^'trard prefabrication as contrasted with in-plac'
construction. This procedure permits fabrication to be done
on the ground at a favorable site. This '"ill considerably
improve concrete's position in the competition '"'ith steel
erection time.
It is the authors' or)inion that prestressed concrete
'"'ill become one of the major methods of construction in the
future. This "'ill be accomplished '"hen design engineers ard
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